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Colin McKenzie and Amster Reedy

“I am not struck so much by the diversity of testimony

as by the many-sidedness of truth” Stanley Baldwin  

Summary  

In this article two mediators provide their

reflections on a Treaty dispute; what seemed

to work, what could have been done

differently and what are some  lessons from this

experience. All stakeholders and agencies

involved in this dispute were given the

opportunity to provide their comments on the

draft paper and we want to thank those who did.

As the mediation did not achieve final agreement

the issue will now come before a special hearing

of the Waitangi Tribunal. There are many

complex reasons why mediation does not result in

agreement. It is too simple to say “the parties

wanted their day in court” or “the issues were

non-negotiable”.  This paper is a discussion of

some of the possible reasons.       

Introduction    

In June 2000 we were asked by the NZ Waitangi

Tribunal  (Tribunal) to mediate1 an overlapping

claim dispute in Taranaki with respect to an

existing Heads of Agreement (HOA) between

Ngati Tama and the Crown. An application for an

urgent hearing was made to the Tribunal by Ngati

Maniapoto (and others) stating that a Deed of

Settlement (the next step in the Crown

negotiation process) between Ngati Tama and the

Crown would prejudice their interests and

potentially the interests of two other parties:

Tamahaki and Poutama. 

The initial terms of reference for the mediation

was how to settle Ngati Tama claims without

prejudicing both Ngati Maniapoto interests and

the interests of other non-settling claimants. The

purpose was to focus on developing an

appropriate protection mechanism for non-

settling claimants. The mediation was not, as the

A Treaty of Waitangi,
Overlapping Claim
Mediation:
“A Prospective Hindsight”
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cont’d on p.2

1 Mediation can be thought of as “a decision-making process in which the parties are assisted by a third party, the mediator; the
mediator attempts to improve the process of decision-making and to assist the parties to reach an outcome to which each of them
can assent” Pg 3. In “Mediation: Principles, Process, Practice”. 1998. By Laurence Boulle, Judi Jones, Virginia Goldblatt.
Butterworths: Wellington NZ.  
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Chief Judge of the Maori Land Court

suggested for the purpose of settling

the underlying boundary dispute

between various claimant parties.

1. Initial Contact

How a third party enters into a

dispute is critical in terms of initiating

a  relationship with the parties,

developing trust and credibility and

finally providing some sense of how

the mediation process may evolve

with each party’s willing participation.

This is where first perceptions play an

important role in terms of whether the

parties feel comfortable and confident

with the mediators and the process. 

In this mediation we were asked by

the Tribunal to attend a formal judicial

conference with all parties in

attendance. This was the first chance

the parties had to interact with the

mediators.  On reflection, this

conference left the parties with little

sense of ownership in the ongoing

process. Part of the reason was the

mediators were given little

opportunity to reflect on the context

of the dispute, the issues on the table,

the parties involved and how we

could work effectively together in a

mediation team.

A different entry, such as a pre-

conference may have been more

advantageous where parties were able

to meet us separately and discuss their

expectations and concerns. It is

critical that in first contact the parties

begin to trust the mediators and the

process even if they do not necessarily

trust each other.  The substantive

outcome of mediation is, more often

than not, determined by how well the

process and the relationships are

managed. Hence the focus on both of

these elements at an early stage is

crucial.     

Thoughts for going forward 

a) Parties should be given the 

opportunity to make an informed

choice  with respect to both the 

process and the mediator. This 

enhances the sense that it is their 

process where they have control 

and are empowered to make 

decisions. 

b) The setting for initial contact 

between the parties and the 

mediators should be determined 

by the parties themselves, 

something less formal than a 

judicial conference would be 

preferable.

c) The entry stage should 

concentrate on building 

relationships, clarifying 

expectations with respect to the 

process of mediation, 

understanding the roles that each

party should play and developing

some process conditions that 

require each party’s commitment.  

2. Understanding the
Context 

Stakeholders who commented on this

paper gave differing views on how

much we should have understood the

history of the dispute, the Maori

politics involved, and any past

attempts at resolution before the

mediation started. With more time we

could have done a lot more

background research, the question is

whether this is critical to “success” in

mediation? 

Written evidence is undoubtedly an

important part of any litigation

however, it is less important in

mediation. In mediation, the stories

about the issues in dispute are

moulded by perceptions,

environment, culture and beliefs.

They may sometimes be ambiguous as

they are intertwined with symbols and

metaphors that can make their

interpretation difficult. These stories

that are  recreated by both the

speakers and the listeners are a

fundamental part of the mediation

process. In some sense effective

resolution is just a composite story

made up of pieces from each party.

Searching through records for the

exact truth may be less important than

understanding how each party

presents the truth as they see it. This is

not to say that the mediators should

put aside other evidence or the need

to fully understand the cultural

significance of these events. In this

case a sound understanding of

Tikanga Maori enhanced the

interpretation and the development of

shared meanings.     

Thoughts for going forward

a) Written reports are important but

in mediation they are less 

important than what is conveyed 

face to face. 

b) Understanding the context has a 

lot to do with understanding how

the respective parties see their 

It is critical

that in first

contact the

parties begin

to trust the

mediators and

the process 
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past, their vision for the future 

and their readiness for resolution.

c) In this case the mediators may 

have been better to resist very 

early attempts by some of the 

participants to get into “solutions”.

This is not to say that possible 

solutions should be discarded but

at an early stage they are often 

positions rather than options to 

explore. Perhaps they need to be 

parked until such time as all 

parties are more ready to consider

resolution.  

d) Finally, history shapes to a large 

degree the perceptions of those 

around the table. In this case we 

were not dealing with some recent

incident but a series of historical 

events which gave rise to 

questions over what is just, what 

is fair and in the end what 

characterises the identity of one 

Iwi as distinct to another. Time 

must be spent on understanding 

this history before we move into 

problem solving.         

3.  Process 

Mediators often talk a lot about

“process” as though it is a magical

recipe for success. There is a common

assumption that mediators should just

work on developing good process and

stay away from the substance of a

dispute. While this provides a useful

theoretical distinction it is seldom

what happens in a dispute. Process

and substance are always blurred, as

soon as a mediator starts to inquire

about specific issues, and helps parties

to formulate possible options, they are

dealing with the substance of the

dispute. In fact one of the main

distinctions between facilitation and

mediation is the mediator working on

settlement options and agreements

with the parties.      

the mediation process itself was 

limited by not giving sufficient 

recognition to Maori processes of 

resolution. This is not an issue 

around cultural sensitivity or 

cultural awareness, it is an issue 

around what values are driving 

the mediation process.    

4. Caucasing 

It is often a difficult choice as to when

to caucus and when to stay in joint

session. When reviewing this

mediation some participants thought

it would have been better to spend

more time in caucus early in the

process so that the concerns could be

aired more openly. Other parties

thought that staying in joint sessions

was important and were somewhat

suspicious of any caucusing, although

this could be a fault of the mediators

not being sufficiently clear about the

process.  

One of the many reasons for the early

focus on joint sessions is for each

party to hear the story as another

party describes it. One of our

concerns in caucusing too early was

that parties start to focus on the

mediators to raise issues rather than

focusing on developing a dialogue

with the other parties. In this case the

parties appeared at times to use the

caucus session as an opportunity to

persuade the mediator. Mediation is

not arbitration, all decisions are in the

hands of the parties, and the mediator

should not be acting as some quasi

judge who is there to gather

“evidence” and control proceedings. 

This raises a challenging question about

mediator transparency. Should the

mediator always be transparent about

process decisions he/she makes and the

impact they are trying to create?2

A further aspect of process is that

somehow it is supposed to be

“neutral”. Again this may be a useful

distinction in theory and again it is not

the case in reality. A mediator’s

perceptions of what is a good process

is influenced by his/her own culture,

values and experiences and these are

often not discussed with parties or

even acknowledged within the

mediation. Is it possible for any

person living in New Zealand not to

have a view or even a strong opinion

about treaty settlement processes, we

think not? 

In hindsight, the parties in this case

were subjected to a complex process

agreement that was largely designed

and embellished by us  to include

contingencies we thought may arise in

this type of mediation.  Looking back

on this stage it would have been better

to take the actual language that the

parties developed themselves and

create a simple text that would result

in a simple agreement. An agreement

on process can always be revised as

the mediation proceeds, in fact there is

often a lot of value going back to it

when for example, the

communication breaks down, to talk

about whether the agreement needs to

be modified. 

Thoughts for Going Forward

a) There is a danger in making the 

process out to be something 

which the mediator alone has 

control over or manages. 

b) In many disputes there may be 

some advantage in the mediators 

being open about their own 

assumptions, beliefs and values.

c) Simplify any process agreement so

the parties feel as though it is 

theirs. 

d) Finally, we now question whether

2 For further discussion see “Casting light on the Black Box of Mediation: Should Mediators make their conduct more transparent?
By Michael Moffitt, in the Ohio Sate Journal of Dispute Resolution. 1997 Vol.13 No1.       
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From stakeholder feedback we could

have been more explicit in making

process decisions without specifying

the results we were trying to achieve.

There were times when specific

tensions arose between the parties and

times when parties retracted back to

their position. This may have been a

good time to caucus, to take time out,

clarify underlying concerns, reality

test a specific strategy or check on

progress. 

In this mediation we held the parties

in joint session to share their initial

statements about the problem, to

develop some trust and rapport with

each other and to secure a process

commitment. Moving into caucus

earlier may have speeded up the

process agreement by getting each

person to discuss their concerns and

for us to get a text that more reflected

those concerns. In most cases the

sensitivity of the issue and the

dynamics between the parties will

provide some indication of the level of

transparency required with respect to

decisions around caucusing . 

Thoughts for Going Forward

a) There are no simple models or 

formula to assist mediators in 

making what are often complex 

judgement calls. The mediators 

need to work together and 

develop the possible implications 

of various actions before taking it,

this was very useful in this case.

b) In terms of transparency, again 

there are so many case specific 

issues that may alter a mediator’s 

decision that prescriptive advice 

may be limited. In this mediation

we believe we could have been 

more explicit and open about 

process decisions to allow parties 

to be more involved in those 

choices. 

c) The caucus sessions should focus

on aspects such as: trying to 

determine the underlying 

concerns or needs of the party; 

additional information that may 

be relevant; what other dispute 

resolution processes they have 

considered and why; and what 

options they have thought about.   

5. Dealing with a “non-
negotiable”

In hindsight the issue of “Mana”3 lay at

the very heart of this dispute and as

such all other issues became

dependent upon some resolution of

this. From our perspective the dispute

was less about “what” the parties

wanted in a final protection

mechanism and more about “who”

the parties were in relation to each

other. 

In this mediation many participants

felt that the question of deciding

which Iwi has Mana over specific

areas was probably beyond the

mediation process. Most mediators

have confidence in addressing

differing interests or concerns but

when they move into issues around

identity, mana, values, or “morality”,

as one participant stated, they have

less confidence in the mediation

process. 

This is not to say that such issues

should not be addressed in the

mediation, quite the contrary. In fact

the mediators were criticised by the

parties for not being quick enough to

identify early on the issues around

conflicting Mana and perhaps not

allowing sufficient time in the process

for parties to explore what their real

vision was for the resolution of

conflicting claims in the area. 

If this had happened early on then

parties could have either walked away

from the table sooner or could have

explored the appropriate ways to

resolve such issues. Mediation is a

good forum for dialogue over value

conflicts even if the goal is just to

understand each other’s differences.

However, mediation should not usurp

the role and responsibility of the

courts in dealing with such matters.

Mediation is not the panacea for all

conflicts. 

There is a saying among mediators “let

the forum fit the fuss” which I think

holds some truth. If mediation is

inappropriate to resolve a certain issue

then one option is to send that issue to

another form of dispute resolution

and carry on with the issues that can

be mediated. There is not a problem

with parallel dispute resolution tracks

running at the same time. In the above

mediation there may have been some

merit in exploring other mechanisms

to protect the interests of non-

claimant parties while the Tribunal or

some other judicial body was asked to

deal with issues of Mana.

Finally there is a possibility that

parties withdraw to the value-based

issues when they feel that their

interests are not being met or

addressed in the process. This is

3 From a Maori worldview this term incorporates Maori principles of land tenure as well as mana in relation to mauri, tapu and
the complexity of their interrelatedness. 

Mediation is

not the

panacea for

all conflicts
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where they start saying, “there is no

compromise” or “this is a question of

right and wrong”. Often this pushes

the parties to become more polarised.

In the above case we tried to work

with each party to explore the

implications should they leave the

table. We asked questions like, “is

there any other process that will serve

your needs better, what are the

benefits and what are the costs?” This

reality-testing method can be valuable

because at the end of the day the

mediator is not there to push for

agreement at any cost but to help

parties make good choices around

their underlying concerns.  

Thoughts for going forward 

a) Issues around conflicting values or

“morality” are common especially

in Treaty disputes where there is a

deep spiritual connection to the 

land. As mediators we cannot 

continually try to reframe value-

conflicts into some sort of interest-

based conflict4. As mediators we 

need think about how we can 

create constructive dialogue over 

such issues. We believe it is 

important not to be too quick to 

channel such issues into a court 

process, which may lead to more 

frustration. Feedback from some 

stakeholders would lead us to 

think we should have been more 

direct and confronted these 

difficult issues earlier on.  

b) Our advice from this case would 

be for mediators to assume that 

conflicting values or morality 

issues will be present in Treaty 

disputes and the real question is 

how and when they can be 

constructively addressed. Again 

the parties in the above mediation

have a valid point in suggesting 

that such issues should have been

addressed much earlier however, 

our concern would be whether 

relationships and trust were such 

that the early exploration of these

issues would be constructive. 

6.  Representation 

The question of who should sit

around the table is often a challenge in

multi-party disputes. Often the

challenge is around perceptions of

power and control. Will some parties

use numbers to control or in some

way bias the process? At the first joint

meeting in this mediation several

participants thought the process

should be open and others  thought

that there should be restrictions on

who could attend. How does the

mediator deal with this?

There are at least two ways to consider

this. First make the entire mediation

totally open to anyone that wants to

come. Some problems could be: there

may be too many people; there is no

continuity in terms of who is

representing which party; or issues

over confidentiality may arise. The

second method is to sort out some

form of representative participation.

In this method the parties themselves

can nominate who will attend on their

behalf and these people have the

responsibility to communicate the

outcomes of the various meetings

back to their constituents. 

In this case we supported the view

that the process should be open to

anyone who wanted to attend as long

as they are representing a specific

interest in the case. When people

know a process is open they often

loose the critical need to attend and

very quickly the numbers begin to

diminish and focus on key spokes-

people for each party. 

Thoughts for going forward

a) The more open a mediation 

process is, the less likely it will run

into major communication 

problems. If people know that 

they can attend they are often 

more willing to let representatives

do the job.

b) The question of how many people

should attend from each party is 

perhaps less important as the 

process is about developing 

consensus rather than voting. In 

the above case the numbers in 

each party varied significantly and

the real issue for us was to ensure 

that all parties were comfortable 

with this arrangement.              

7.  The role of lawyers

The very simple and yet powerful

lesson we learnt in this case was that

lawyers advise clients, they do not

sign the agreement. In the above case

the mediators and lawyers started to

get ahead of the parties in developing

settlement options. This in itself

created a knowledge gap and reduced

the parties sense of ownership in

where the process was going and their

ability to control or drive their own

outcome. 

Lawyers are valuable in ensuring that

the rights of the parties are in no way

undermined through any agreement

or decision and their client is fully

informed about the implications of

any decision. They are important at

the start of the mediation in terms of

helping their client to articulate their

specific concerns and finalising any

process conditions. They are

important as the process moves

towards closure or agreement to

ensure that their client’s key interests

have been appropriately addressed.

4 See for example Susskind and Cruikshank, 1987 “Breaking the Impasse: Consensual Approaches to Resolving Public Disputes .
New York;Basic Books Inc.  
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There are times however, in the

middle of the process when the parties

are trying to explore creative ways

forward or when it is important for

the mediators to hear the actual

comments of each party, when lawyers

because of their advocacy role are less

valuable.

Thoughts for going forward

a) In the above case two challenges 

arose for us in terms of legal 

counsel: first, the need to 

constantly go back to the parties 

to check their understanding and

consent; second what role should

legal counsel have in the 

mediation? The above experience 

would indicate that we should 

spend more time at the outset 

discussing the role of lawyers and

let the parties determine the 

conditions. 

8. Comments   

a) There are as many ways to 

mediate as there are mediators; 

perhaps this is one of its strengths.

The name of which process is 

being used may be less relevant 

than determining the set of 

characteristics the mediator and 

the parties want to apply. It seems

to come down to a question of 

whether each person is respected,

whether the process is open and 

the ends are mutually agreed on, 

and whether it encourages all 

parties to take responsibility for 

both the problem and the 

solution.  

b) When value conflicts arise 

mediators have an obligation to 

create a safe space for people, if 

they are willing, to talk about their

experiences, their emotions and 

concerns. If this is not done then 

there is a risk that any outcome 

may be somewhat superficial and 

hence the conflict continues or an

agreement has no long term  

commitment.  

c) The mediators found significant 

value in team-mediating, 

especially working through our 

own approaches to issues from 

both a Maori and pakeha 

perspective. At times the 

mediators actually role-played one

or more of the parties to try and 

step into their shoes and gain a 

glimpse of how they may perceive

the situation. We tried to 

continually negotiate and 

renegotiate our roles as mediators 

and recognise that we each had 

different strengths and 

perspectives and that both were 

valuable.

d) Another lesson was that the 

process lacked fundamental 

understanding and 

acknowledgment of Tikanga 

Maori. We should have spent more

time at the beginning developing 

some common understanding 

around terms such: ahi kaa; take 

raupatu; take tupuna; tuku 

whenua; kaitiakitanga; Kanohi or 

Kitea. This may have provided all 

parties including the mediators 

with more of a sense of common 

ground. We felt there was 

insufficient exploration of Maori 

processes of dispute resolution. As

a result some participants may 

have felt the process was out of 

place, or they may have been 

diffident or anxious about the 

veracity of their customs and 

traditions in the most important of

all issues-their whenua.  

e) What is success in mediation? 

One participant suggested the 

mediation was a failure as the key

issue was addressed too late. 

However, they also wondered 

whether the issue was suitable for 

mediation.  Others suggested that 

meeting people and 

understanding their views was 

important. Another participant 

thought that the Maori politics 

and spiritual history should have 

had more attention. If mediation 

creates a constructive dialogue 

between parties who would not 

otherwise spend time together 

maybe it is worth the effort. From

this case we learnt that agreement

is just one of many outcomes. The

first outcome is an awareness of 

each party’s own needs. The 

mediation process can empower 

stakeholders to clarify and 

articulate what they want and 

how they can achieve what they 

want. The second is recognising 

and understanding the other 

party’s needs and exploring ways 

to build on commonalities and 

manage difference. The final 

aspect is the reconciliation and 

agreement which can only occur 

after the first two. 

f) Finally we are left with the distinct

impression that as mediators we 

need to work more on the culture

of conflict. This requires a more 

intercultural approach to 

mediating such disputes and 

being aware of our own values 

and assumptions that are reflected

in the way we mediate.      
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The West Coast Accord
Who wants to cut a deal with the government?

Introduction to the ‘Wild
Wild West’

The geographical isolation of

the West Coast region of New

Zealand has left its landscape

largely untouched - resulting in some

of the most highly prized scenic and

conservation land available in New

Zealand.i However, the same

geographical features limit non-

resource-based forms of economic

activity in the region, making its

resource allocation schemes of the

utmost importance.  Although the

region represents only 8.5% of New

Zealand’s land area, by the late 1970s

it had 45% of the country’s unlogged

merchantable forest and large mineral

deposits.    

Planning for the Accord

During the mid to late 1970s

a series of reports and policy

papers, based upon

submissions for desired resource-use

in the West Coast, were published.ii

The process involved in their

commission was considered a

milestone in public consultation in

determining government policy in

resource management.  Public

opinion about the function of forests

in New Zealand started to change in

the 1960s and 70s; reflected in the

1977 Maruia Declaration, signed by

341,160 people, calling for the

immediate phasing out of the logging

of virgin native forest.  The

government realised that any use of

the forests would need to be

environmentally acceptable - yet the

reality of the situation was that the

economics and politics of the region

would dictate the need for a

production-oriented trade-off.iii

This resulted in the decision to make

a transition to sustainable-yield forest

management in the West Coast.  This

decision had widespread ramifications

for the people of the West Coast as the

government administered 88% of the

land in the region in the late 1980s;

and much of it was indigenous forest.iv

A 1985 Forestry Service strategy

document spelt out the difficulties of

such a transition and a working party

was established in 1986 to investigate

and solve these problems.  From the

outset various proposals had been

criticised as being uneconomic due to

the environmental limits set on the

logging activities.v

The Accord Document1

Despite the criticisms raised

in planning, the Accord was

signed on the 6th of

November 1986 on behalf of the

Crown, environmental groups, and

timber industry participants.  It

contained 3 recitals and 13 covenants.

Under the Accord and associated

decisions 79% of West Coast

forestlands were placed into

conservation estate, 8% was set aside

for sustainable production, and the

balance remained in private hands.

The Crown also agreed, in a recital, to

continue over-cutting (unsustainable

logging) rimu until the year 2006.  Of

the 130,000ha set aside for

production, some 98,000ha was

beech and much of the remainder

rimu.  The Accord also guaranteed

access to mineral deposits in the

region and mentioned a beech-

This article highlights some of the legal issues surrounding the West Coast Accord, its subsequent litigation, and the passing of the

Forests (West Coast Accord) Act 2000.  Of particular interest are the constitutional ramifications of a prime example of unbridled

governmental power.

Bastiaan van der Scheer, University of Waikato

1 The text of the document can be found at http://www.timberlands.co.nz/forest/wc_forest_accord.html.
i Even in 1970s it offered one of the few remaining opportunities for the creation of major wilderness areas [Native Forests Action Council (N.Z.) West Coast Branch, Submission to
West Coast United Council on Proposed West Coast Regional Planning Scheme (Paroa N.Z.: The Council, 1979)]. 
ii Forest Management Alternatives for Western Southland: A Commentary on Public Submissions (Wellington: New Zealand Forest Service, 1977); Forest Management Alternatives for
Western Southland - Public Submission (Wellington: New Zealand Forestry Service, 1977); Indigenous Forestry in Western Southland (Christchurch: Business Development Centre,
University of Otago, 1977); Officials Committee on West Coast Reserves Proposals, Report to the Minister of Forests (Wellington: NZ Forest Service, 1979); Working Committee,
Environmental impact report on proposals of Director-General of Forests: utilisation of South Island beech forests (Wellington: New Zealand Officials Committee for the Environment,
1972).
iii Native Forests Action Council (N.Z.), supra n (i); Working Committee, Ibid.
iv Two-thirds of this land was indigenous forest and much of the remainder was leased from the Government [Peat, N Forever the Forest: A West Coast Story (Hong Kong: Hodder &
Stoughton, 1997)].
v Deuss, F and Betram, G Economic Viability of Sustained Yield Logging in South Westland South of the Cook River (Wellington: Department of Conservation, 1988).
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harvesting scheme.  Rather than being

a contract subject to legislation, the

Accord was implemented jointly, and

some times severally, with various Acts

regarding both forestry and other land

uses.vi

Timberlands West Coast Ltd, a state-

owned enterprise established in 1990,

received management rights to the

unsold commercial forestry operations

on the West Coast under a Deed of

Appointment, which specifically

incorporated the Accord in 1991.vii

The Deed also envisaged the

sustainable logging of beech from the

region for a term ending in 2070.

The Legal Gunfight over
the Accord

After the signing of the Accord

the resources of the West

Coast continued to be a

source of controversy.  Often this was

as a result of nationally-set stakeholder

agendas.viii The first debate was over

whether access to minerals had de-

facto been removed as a result of land

transfers to the Department of

Conservation.ix Then the practices of

Timberlands began to rile some

sectors of the West Coast community

and any vestige of goodwill between

the Accord parties disappeared.  

When the Crown decreased the

amount of timber available to certain

sawmills, resulting in their impending

bankruptcy, the action was challenged

as a breach of the Accord.  However,

the High Court in West Coast Regional

Council v Attorney-General (1994) 8

PRNZ 41 held that it had no

jurisdiction in the matter as it could

not order specific performance against

the Crown.  

It was then held in West Coast Regional

Council v Attorney-General (CP

376/94) that the Accord had never

guaranteed to preserve individual

parts of the region’s logging industry,

and that competitive market forces

would be allowed to shape its evolving

form.  However, it was held that the

Crown was exercising a public law

function under the Accord, and its

actions could be subjected to judicial

review.  The competitive forces

position was reiterated in Westport

Sawmilling Co Ltd v Attorney-General

(CP 376/94).

In West Coast Regional Council v

Attorney-General (CP 478/92) the

Accord was nevertheless characterised

as a largely enforceable commercial

contract by the owner of the land and

trees (Crown) to allocate a profit à

prendre (albeit with unenforceable

policy considerations on quantity and

area).  It was held that the Crown had

complied with the contractual

obligations of the Accord and that by

1995 there remained only the

obligation in respect of 17,000sqm

per annum of rimu to be logged in

Buller until 2006.  It was also stated

that there was no enforceable

commitment (under the Accord itself)

to a beech-harvesting scheme. 

When the West Coast Regional Council

v Attorney-General case reached appeal

in 1997 (CA 253/95) the decisions of

the lower courts were affirmed.x The

covenants, including continued

mineral access rights to all of the land

involved in the Accord, were

considered binding and the recitals

were merely unenforceable policy

statements.  Nor had the Crown, in

the Court’s view, made any

representation able to give rise to

estoppel.  The government could set

whatever volume of indigenous-

timber it wanted to have logged

without regard to the levels of exotic

timber being milled or any form of

economic equivalence.  Interestingly,

the obiter musing in this case, that s

27 (1) of the New Zealand Bill of

Rights Act 1999 could be developed

into a surrogate for the constitutional

protection against the unrestricted

taking of private property rights, has

not been pursued in conjunction with

Accord litigation.   

Voluntary agreements of this kind,

between the Crown and other parties,

have therefore been judicially

characterised as both a commercial

contract and a policy vehicle.  The

situation highlights the sovereign risk

involved with relying on government

policy to safeguard commercial

interests - especially when the policy is

not explicitly differentiated in an

agreement.  Unfortunately, the ‘spirit’

of any accord dealing with natural

vi Part IIIA s 67A 1(a) and s 67D (1) (vii)A) of the Forestry Act 1949.  Section 2(1) Crown Forest Assets Act 1989.  Fourth Schedules of both the Conservation Act 1987 and the
Reserves Act 1977.  Sections 61(6) and (7) of the Crown Minerals Act 1991.  Works in conjunction with the Resource Management Act 1991.  For a brief explanation of the
interaction of the Resource Management Act 1991 and West Coast forestry policy see Miller, C “Significant Natural Areas and Timberlands West Coast production forests”
Conservation Advisory Science Notes No. 241 (Wellington: Department of Conservation, 1999).
vii Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, Progress Report No 2 (Summary) (Wellington: PCE, Released October 1998).
viii Cassells, R M Occasional Paper no 5. Sustaining the Forests, Sustaining the People: A pilot survey to assess community views on Forest Management Policies in South Westland (Palmerston
North: International Pacific College, 1999).
ix See McManus, J “DoC land grab riles WestCoast foresters-miners” The Independent 29 July 1994; and Marshall, D “Conservation Minister takes a swipe at The Independent...” The
Independent 12 August 1994.  Discrepancies between the areas of land gazetted and the effects of categorisation were also debated.
x For industry criticism of this decision see Booker, M “West Coasters confused by forestry judgment” The Independent 13 October 1995; Hutching, C “Judge wipes floor with Coast
forestry interests” The National Business Review 6 October 1995; and Evans, S “West Coast v the Crown” The Independent 28 July 1995; Llewellyn, I “Another nail hammered into
Timberlands” The Independent 2 February 2000.

The practices of
Timberlands
began to rile
some sectors of
the West Coast
community 
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resources may become elusive very

quickly.  

High-noon on the West
Coast

In 1999 the responsible minister

gave final approval for a

sustainable beech-logging scheme

that was to go through to 2070.  The

main plaintiff in Lumber Specialities Ltd

v Hodgson (2000) 2 NZLR 347, and

other firms, had entered into long-

term contracts with Timberlands for

the supply of beech for processing

during a turbulent political period

preceding the general elections in

New Zealand.  Preparation and

financial investment by these small

firms had begun in 1991 with the

release of the Timberlands Deed of

Appointment.  It appeared apparent,

but not certain,xi that should a Labour-

led government come to power it

would end indigenous-timber logging

on the West Coast.  On 13 December

1999, the day of the beech-logging

resource consent application, a

Ministerial directive resulted in

Timberlands withdrawing the

application.  

The plaintiffs in Lumber Specialities

applied for judicial review of the

legality of the directive.  The Court

ruled that the minister had done

nothing improper, ultra vires, or

otherwise unlawful - therefore the

Crown could use its discretionary

powers to circumvent the Accord and

Timberland’s Deed of Appointment.xii

Of importance was the presence of

force majeure clauses to nullify the

contracts with Timberlands without

liability in the case of unfavourable

political change; despite the fact that

considerable investment had been

made before the signing of the

contracts.xiii 

Where’s the Sheriff?

The Forests (West Coast

Accord) Bill (26-1) would

have been an extremely

harsh blow to the natural resources

industry on the West Coast.xiv

Subsequent changes made before the

passing of the Forests (West Coast

Accord) Act 2000 have protected

some of the existing resource-use

licences and land designations to a

slightly higher extent; but the Act still

terminated the Accord and all of the

agreements and obligations associated

with it.  Despite political parties to the

Accord receiving $120 million the Act

denied commercial interests

(including those who will lose what

were legally-enforceable rights)

compensation.  The Act also

contravenes convention in that it is

retrospective and was passed with

somewhat dubious process (in terms

of time taken and the committee

hearing submissions on it).xv 

It is unlikely that local authorities in

the West Coast region would have

used the powers devolved to them

under the Resource Management Act

1991 (RMA) to discontinue

indigenous-timber logging.  What is

interesting is that the government

used specific legislation instead of

RMA national policy statements, or

other means open to them under the

Act, to end the indigenous-timber

logging.  I believe this is because any

such attempt would have become

drawn-out and bogged down in

litigation.  

The government wanted the issue

resolved quickly, without liability on

itself for breach of agreement, for it to

be impossible to litigate, and for its

decision to be final - all of which was

addressed through the Forests (West

Coast Accord) Act 2000.  As this

situation indicates, specific legislation

may be used where the government

does not feel disposed to going

through the procedural requirements

of the RMA and unhindered

settlement of a contentious issue is a

political imperative.  

Court action taken before the Bill was

passed into law, challenging the

legality of the bill on both

constitutional and contractual points

of law, amounted to naught [Westco

Lagan Ltd v Attorney-General (CP

142/00)].  Justice McGechan reasoned

that under New Zealand law

parliament has the power to legislate

as it saw fit.  This was held to extend

to breaching contracts and

expropriating property rights without

compensation; it was stated that in

doing so parliament could “step right

xi The Labour Party policy on Timberlands’ native forest logging states that existing contracts would be honoured, signed before 10 September.  Native Forest Action, Logging Target
Extended to Westco Lagan (Press release: 20 September 1999).  West Coast local Labour MP Damien O’Connor is telling everyone that Labour will back logging through to 2007.  Green
Party, Labour Two-Faced over Timberlands? (Press release: 21 September 1999).  See also Environment and Conservation Organisations of New Zealand, Timberlands Contract Repudiation
by Labour Urged. (Press release: 29 August 1999); Green Party, Greens Challenge Labour On Beech Scheme Stance (Press Release 30 August 1999).   
xii The Accord was also at issue because it was suggested that the 80 000sqm of native beech logging was provided by National as a replacement for the rimu overcut that it was going
to stop (guaranteed until 2006 under the Accord).
xiii  The situation was discussed in Hutching, C “Timberlands Faces the Axe” The National Business Review 17 December 1999.
xiv For a summary of the criticisms of the Bill see Roy, R West Coast Accord Bill Sets New Precedent in Unbridled Power, National Party Media Release, 18 May 2000.
xv Smith, N Sneaky Select Committee Deal On West Coast Accord Bill, National Party Media Release, 17 May 2000.

The
government
wanted the
issue resolved
quickly, without
liability on itself 
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through existing laws and rights,

obliterating remedies that would

otherwise exist” - a situation common

to countries without constitutional

protection against the actions of the

government.  

Unbridled Power

Contentious political issues

are often the reason for the

abrogation of agreements

and undertakings by the government.

I do not believe that a government

should be able to entrench agreements

against possible changes in popular

public opinion on such issues - yet the

freedom and ease with which it is

currently able to renege on its

obligations and effect legislative

reversals is also unsatisfactory;

especially when compensatory

recourse through the courts is also

denied.  At the time of signing the

Accord senior members of both the

government and opposition were

quoted as stating that they considered

the Accord a binding allocation

system, and somewhat prophetically

that it would be seen as a “test of the

integrity of our institutions”.xvi

The situation surrounding the Accord

provides examples of unbridled

power of a kind best known in

relation to the Clyde dam

controversy.xvii Despite the negative

message it sends international (and

national) investors, many such

examples of abuse of power litter the

political landscape in Australasia and

indeed around the world.xviii

Regardless of the socio-political

justifications for such decisions there

should be just and fair compensation

for any activities undertaken by

investors reasonably and in good faith.  

It was concluded in Westco Lagan that

if the content of legislation offends, the

remedies are political and ultimately

electoral.  Unfortunately this may not

be very reassuring if you are a

minority about to lose property rights

to a government that will retain

popular support and does not want to

compensate you.  Public attention for

legal issues is fickle, unless you are

affected by the government’s actions

you are unlikely to remember them by

the time the next election occurs.  

For a copy of the endnotes or any other

correspondence contact: bv1@waikato.ac.nz

xvi The then Labour Forestry Minister Jim Sutton in 1990 (Evans, S “West Coast v the Crown” The Independent 28 July 1995).
xvii As discussed in Brookfield, F M “High Courts, High Dam, High Policy: The Clutha River and the Constitution” March [1983] Recent Law 62.  See also Hide, R “Parliament Rules
Okay but do you Trust the MPS?” The National Business Review 25 August 2000.
xviii Morgan, G “Private Property Rights Wither Under Clark’s Rule” The National Business Review 14 July 2000; Turner, P “Sovereign Risk” [1993] AMPLA Yearbook 135, 136).
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It is relatively settled law that

references to the Environment

Court against decisions on

submissions in respect of plans and

policy statements are generally

restricted to matters raised in the

original submissions.1 However, in

Fawcett v Hamilton City Council2, the

Court held that grounds not raised in

a referrer’s submission may be

introduced in a subsequent reference.

The case raises a question as to the

scope of clause 14 of the Act

restricting the subject matter of

references to provisions, or matters

excluded, which were referred to in

the referrer’s submission on the

proposed policy statement or plan.

It should be noted that no such

restriction applies to a submitter’s

appeal of a decision on an application

for resource consent.  Many of the

reported cases involving challenges to

appeals under s.120 on jurisdictional

grounds consider whether the matters

raised in the appeal are within the

jurisdiction of the RMA, rather than

whether they were raised in

the appellant’s corresponding

submission.3 Other decisions4 have

held that the scope of appeals under

s.120 is limited to matters raised in

the application, the appellant’s

submission on it, the respondent’s

decision and the notice of appeal.

However, these cases consider matters

beyond the appellant’s original

submission and are not, therefore,

authority for the proposition that

appeals under s.120 are limited to

matters raised in the original

submission only.  Accordingly, there is

little, if any, judicial pronouncement

on point.  Nevertheless, the provisions

of the Act seem clear on the issue.

Section 120 states:

120  Right to appeal - 

(1)Any ... [applicant, consent holder

or submitter] ... may appeal to the 

Environment Court in accordance 

with section 121 against the whole or

any part of a decision of a consent 

authority ... on an application for a 

resource consent, or an application 

for a change of consent conditions, or

on a review of consent conditions.  

Clearly, there is no reference in s.120

to an appeal lodged thereunder being

restricted to matters raised in an

appellant’s corresponding submission.

This section can be compared with

clause 14 of the First Schedule to the

Act, which provides submitters with a

similar entitlement to appeal decisions

regarding planning provisions by way

of a reference.  The relevant parts of

clause 14 read as follows:

14 Reference of decision on

submissions and requirements to

the Environment Court - 

(1) Any person who made a 

submission on a proposed policy 

statement or plan may refer to the 

Environment Court - 

(a) Any provision included in the 

proposed policy statement or plan ...;

or

(b) Any matter excluded from the 

proposed policy statement or plan ..., 

Relevance of submission on
application for resource

consent to subsequent appeal
Daniel Clay, Solicitor, Phillips Fox

1Clause 14, First Schedule, RMA
2 A063/99, Judge Whiting
3 See for example Challenger Scallop Enhancement Company Ltd v Marlborough District Council [1998] NZRMA 342; Fletcher Challenge Energy Taranaki Ltd v Winter & Clarke [1999]
NZRMA 1
4 See Ngati Rauhoto Land Rights Committee Inc. v Waikato Regional Council (A65/97); Andrews & Ors v Auckland Regional Council (A9/99)

The scope of

appeals under

s.120 is limited

to matters

raised in the

application
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if that person referred to that 

provision or matter in that person’s 

submission on the proposed policy 

statement or plan.  

In Fawcett (supra), the Court

examined clause 14 and held that

grounds for references are not limited

by the referrer’s corresponding

submission.  At paragraph 20, Judge

Whiting noted:

As far as grounds are concerned, we

do not consider that a referrer is 

necessarily limited to the grounds 

raised by his or her submission.

Often in the course of a primary 

hearing further grounds can emerge 

as the evidence progresses.  The 

grounds may change as a result of the

primary decision.  The appeal 

hearing is a hearing de novo and we

can see no reason why further 

grounds cannot be raised, or for that

matter why further evidence cannot 

be admitted, provided no party is 

prejudiced.  Providing the relief 

sought reflects the relief sought in the

submission the addition of new 

evidence or the addition of new 

grounds to support the relief sought 

will not diminish the ability of the 

public to participate in the statutory 

process.  

It is contended that the reasoning

applied by Judge Whiting in Fawcett,

namely that a primary hearing and

decision may cause the circumstances

connected to an original submission

to change, is also relevant to appeals

lodged under s.120.  

The requirements of s.120(1) were

considered by Judge Skelton in Hugh v

Marlborough District Council5.  In that

case, the Court was faced with an

application to strike out an appeal

under s.120 on the ground that, inter

alia, it was not open to the appellants

to lodge an appeal on grounds that

were not advanced in their original

submission.  Counsel for the

appellants submitted that no such

limitation applied to appellants under

s.120.  Judge Skelton said, at p.399:

Mr McFadden then went on to make

what at first sight appears to be a 

somewhat bold submission.  This was

that under the Resource 

Management Act 1991 there is no 

connection between a submission and

an appeal.  In other words, a person

who has made a submission is not 

confined to the reasons for that 

submission when it comes to 

exercising the right of appeal under 

s.120 ...

Having reflected on Mr McFadden’s 

first submission, it occurs to me that

there may well be more force in it 

than I had at first thought, although I

tend to agree with Mr Dwyer that as

a matter of fairness one would not 

expect an applicant to have to face 

fresh reasons for a submission at the

hearing before a consent authority 

and, at least without adequate notice,

on appeal.  But it also has to be 

noticed that s.120 provides for a right

of appeal “against the whole or any 

part of a decision of a consent 

authority ...”, and that seems to me 

to indicate an intention on the part of

the legislature to allow a person who

has made a submission to advance 

matters by way of appeal that arise 

out of the decision, even though they

may not arise directly out of that 

person’s original submission.

Due to Judge Skelton holding in that

case that at least some grounds of

appeal had sufficient connection with

the appellants’ original submission, he

was not required to determine the

proper scope of appeals under s.120,

rendering the above comments obiter

dicta.

If Judge Skelton’s obiter comment in

Hugh is an accurate reflection of the

limits to matters raised in s.120

appeals, the only restriction imposed

on an appeal under s.120 would be

that it relates to ‘the whole or any part of

a decision of a consent authority’ in

respect of which the appellant made a

submission.  This wide restriction

would not appear to distinguish

between grounds of appeal and relief

sought thereby. 

5 (1993) 2 NZRMA 396

This wide

restriction would

not appear to

distinguish 

between grounds

of appeal and 

relief sought 
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How Green is president
George W. Bush?

Gael Ogilvie - Senior Principal, URS Corporation, and Marcus Saxton, Engineer URS
Corporation

President George W. Bush is

known as a Texas oilman

with a strong distaste for

regulation of business, viewed by

admirers as a visionary champion of

free enterprise and by detractors as a

threat to all living things.

Many environmentalists are still

deeply disappointed by the results

of the recent US election:
● Bush and his predominantly 

business orientated Republican 

party will be driving 

environmental protection in the 

US  for the next four years and 

possibly longer;
● Ralph Nader fell short of getting

5 percent of the vote, so the Green

Party won’t qualify for federal 

campaign funds in 2004;
● Al Gore, campaigning on a 

strong environmental ticket, lost 

(despite receiving more of the 

popular vote than Bush ).

In Bush’s Presidential run-up, he

emphasised that he was a delegator,

telling his audiences that they were

electing not just a president but also

an administration.  “I don’t think you

can expect any President to know all

things about all subjects,” adding that

one of the roles of a leader was “to

surround himself with excellent

folks”(New York Times 14/12/2001).

Ignoring President Bush’s background

as an oil executive, it is the other key

members of Bush’s cabinet who are

making the hairs on the back of US

environmentalists stand on end. The

administration assembled by George

W. Bush is made up of many men and

women with experience in the

automobile, oil and pharmaceutical

industries.  The assumption that

senior business executives of major

resource-consuming industries are not

environmentally responsible is, in

reality, extremely poorly supported.

Green Groups, still trading on the

outdated adversarial “good green

guys/bad industry guys model” are

nevertheless vocal in their concern.  

A potted summary of “the
Bush team”: 

● Vice President Dick Cheney was

plucked into the campaign 

directly from the helm of the 

Texas-based oil services giant 

Halliburton, which helped rebuild

Iraq’s petroleum industry after the

Persian Gulf War. 
● National Security Adviser 

Condoleezza Rice, - a former 

Chevron board member (Grist

Magazine 26/01/2001).
● Director of White House Office

of Management and Budget is 

pharmaceutical company 

executive Mitchell Daniels (NZ 

Herald 22/01/2001).
● Gale Norton is Interior Secretary

despite fierce opposition from 

environmental groups.  Outraged

by her nomination, environmental

groups led by the Sierra Club 

launched an advertising campaign

deriding Norton as an “anti-

environmental extremist.”  They 

said Norton was ill-fit for the 

Interior post because of her 

previous opposition to the 

Endangered Species Act and her 

ties to logging, grazing and 

mining interests (Reuters

31/01/2001).  Norton has said she

plans to let the states assume more

power to regulate themselves 

(New York Times 28/01/2001).
● White House Chief of Staff 

Andrew H. Card, Jr. has served 

previously as the President of the 

American Automobile 
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Manufacturers Association where 

he oversaw the lobbying against 

tighter fuel-economy and air 

pollution regulations for 

automobiles.(Grist Magazine 

26/01/2001).
● Christie Whitman now heads 

the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA).  Environmentalists

view Whitman with scepticism, 

although as Governor of New 

Jersey she championed open-

space preservation in the nation’s 

most densely developed state and

refused to abandon an unpopular

auto emission test designed to 

reduce air pollution.  This was no

small issue - it had most of the 

voters against her.  Critics say that

in the name of attracting business,

she compromised water pollution

protections, cut spending for state

offices that prosecute 

environmental abuses by industry,

reduced fines against polluters 

(placing an emphasis instead on 

voluntary compliance) and 

oversaw the elimination of about 

2,000 chemicals from the state’s 

right-to-know list of toxic 

chemicals (GreenBiz 

15/12/2000).Whitman was, 

however, governor of probably the

second most environmentally 

regulated state in the U.S.  For 

example, all commercial/ 

industrial real estate 

transactions are required to have 

an environmental assessment that

is approved by the NJDEP.  

Investigation, design and cleanup

(remediation) are mandated by 

the NJDEP based on land use.  

Whitman has stated that clean air,

water and land rules must be 

developed with an eye toward 

their impact on the US economy.

Bush has credited her with 

balancing “the demands for 

economic growth and ... 

environmental protection 

measures” (Reuters 19/01/2001).

“We are ready to enter a new era of

environmental policy - an area 

that requires a new philosophy of

public stewardship and personal 

responsibility,” Whitman said.  

The role of the EPA should be to 

set high standards for 

environmental protection, “To 

meet and exceed those goals, we 

will place greater emphasis on 

market-based incentives,” she said

(Reuters 19/01/2001).
● Linda Fisher is set to return to 

the EPA to serve as Whitman’s 

number two.  This fact does not sit

altogether well with 

environmentalists working on the

genetically engineered foods issue.

After previously leaving the EPA, 

Fisher served a stint as Vice 

President for government and 

public affairs at Monsanto (Grist 

Magazine 07/02/2001).

Bush raised a huge percentage of his

campaign cash from oil and gas

interests, including a record $21.3

million at a single fundraiser hosted

by the chief executive of Enron (Grist

Magazine 26/01/2001).  In all, $124

million of private dollars were raised

by Bush’s presidential campaign (Grist

Magazine 08/02/2001).

Probably the most significant

environmental issue in the US today is

energy consumption (including

transport) and supply.  Americans, in

common with most citizens of

developed countries, are firmly

addicted to cars.  Recent statistics

show the average American spends an

hour a day in the car and there are 10

car trips taken per day per family

(Grist Magazine 26/01/2001).  Bush

showed his views on public transport

during the campaign.  In response to a

complaint regarding public transport,

Bush responded “My hope is that you

will be able to find good enough

work, so you’ll be able to afford a car”. 

During the Clinton administration,

the EPA was criticised by the energy

industry for going too far, too fast with

rules such as tightening emissions

from diesel trucks and coal-fired

power plants (Reuters 19/01/2001).

Some environmental groups believe

Bush’s nomination for secretary signals

a clear philosophical shift toward a

more business-friendly approach to

environmental protection in the

energy and other sectors. 

Any energy policy set by the Bush

regime is unlikely to be taking the

‘precautionary principle’ into account.

“Climate Change should be taken

seriously” says Bush, “but significant

action should be deferred pending

scientific certainty”.  He has described

the temperature increase as a slight

one with uncertain causes, and

advocated “extensive scientific

analysis” to explore the issue further

(Science 290: 271).

Still, playing both sides against the

middle, Bush has Texas officials

exploring ways to cut greenhouse gas

emissions in the state.  Bush rejects the

Kyoto Protocol, saying it would cost

US jobs and vows to “... support

The average

American

spends an

hour a day in

the car 
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continued research into the causes

and impact of global warming and the

development of new technologies to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions.”

Bush has been quick to create a high-

level team to develop new sources of

oil and other fossil fuel, but has not

made any announcements about how

the country will deal with emissions

from burning those fuels.  United

Nations (UN) officials have agreed to

the Bush administration’s request to

delay the next round of formal treaty

negotiations (Kyoto Protocol), earlier

set for May, until June or July.  This

should allow time for the new

administration to review current US

policy.

The California energy crisis, (see text

box), has of course, significantly aided

the new Bush administration’s efforts

to sell an energy policy which focuses

on national supply using

traditional (but in some cases

non-environmentally friendly)

technologies and fuel types. 

Environmentalists criticise Bush’s

approach sharply, arguing that he

used California as an excuse to push

an oil industry agenda, bearing at best

an indirect relationship to the

electricity troubles (New York Times

30/01/2001).  In his first statements

about the California energy crisis,

Bush placed the blame squarely on

pollution controls:  “If there’s any

environmental regulations preventing

California from having a 100 percent

max output at their plant - as I

understand there may be - then we

need to relax those standards.”  But his

assertion was swiftly contradicted -

not just by environmentalists and

Californian officials, but by the energy

industry.  Assertions that that

environmental regulations were

holding back power production were

“absolutely false.”  Nor, did

environmental regulations play much

of a role in California’s failure to build

new plants in the years since

deregulation (New York Times

31/01/2001). 

California Energy Crisis

California’s crisis began three years

ago when the electricity market was

deregulated.  Under the plan, the

major utilities could sell off some of

their generating plants and begin

buying power instead on a

competitive wholesale market.  The

problem was that wholesale prices

were freed, but retail prices were not.

The result was a catastrophe when

wholesale prices soared to as much as

40 cents and 50 cents per kilowatt-

hour, while retail prices were stuck at

less than 7 cents per kilowatt-hour

(New York Times 29/01/2001).  The

state’s two largest utilities, Southern

California Edison and Pacific Gas and

Electric are teetering on the brink of

bankruptcy (NZ Herald 20/01/2001).

Meanwhile, the market is struggling

with power shortages because many

generating plants are not operating,

forcing the state to contend with

periodic rotating blackouts.

Fundamental to the US Energy Policy

is the 50-year-old debate over whether

to open up the Arctic National

Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) to oil

development.  The ANWR bill is

expected to face stiff opposition in the

evenly divided Senate, not just from

Democrats but from a key block of at

least eight Republicans (Time

Magazine 14/02/2001). Environmental

groups, argue that the oil deposits in

question could amount to less than a

six-month domestic supply.  It is

therefore not worth compromising an

ecologically significant reserve.  The

official Republican party line is that

the US must move swiftly to counter

the trend established during the

Clinton era, of increased reliance on

overseas - in particular- Middle East

fuel supplies. 

The ANWR oil exploration plans

affect only 8 % of the refuge which

currently attracts little more than

1,000 tourists a year (Time Magazine

14/02/2001).  Environmentalists,

however, view it as a national treasure

citing the annual migration of caribou

and numerous migratory birds to the

refuge’s coast along the ice-filled

Beaufort Sea (Orange County Register

10/02/2001).

Bush didn’t get particularly charged

up about alternative energy in his

presidential campaign.  But, Texas is

on target to meet the nations’ most

ambitious state goal to produce energy

from renewable sources - wind, solar,

biomass and geothermal - and is

doing it seven years ahead of the

schedule it set for itself.  

Bush could come out swinging with a

bold push for renewable energy

sources simply to show he’s not the

patsy of Big Oil that he’s been made

out to be.  Already 79 bioenergy

plants have been selected in a $150

million program to encourage

production of alternative fuels

through subsidies in purchasing corn,

soybeans and other commodities to

expand production of ethanol,

biodiesel, or other biofuels (Reuters

05/02/2001).

With a carrot and stick approach to

push the legislation through, $1.2

billion raised from drilling rights in

ANWR is to be allocated into

alternative energy resources.

Similarly, Bush offers support for tax

credits for renewable and alternative

fuels and $2 billion in funds for

research into “clean coal”
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technologies.

In addition to the important

energy/climate change issue, air, water

and land conservation are all

concerning environmentalists:
● Bush has a poor record when it

comes to air pollution with Texas 

air ranking first in the US for 

carcinogens.  Texas is also at the 

top of nearly every toxic release 

emissions index.  Texas ranks next

to last in per capita environmental

spending.  But Bush says the 

state’s problems predate him and 

points out that on his watch, the 

state’s air emissions declined faster

than in the US as a whole.
● Bush wants to divert clean water

funding and control to the states.

But environmentalists note that 

local control isn’t always so 

successful with Texas ranking 

among the bottom five states of 

water resource protection, with a 

third of all rivers failing to meet 

federal standards.  However, 

diversion of federal funds to states

is not necessarily threatening to 

the environment - the actual 

regulatory program must be as 

stringent or more stringent than 

the federal standard.  The federal 

government always has the option

of taking control of a state 

program that it deems is 

insufficient and the USEPA has, in

the past, countermanded state 

decisions.  USEPA also retains an 

oversight role of state delegated 

programs.
● Bush is opposed to government

involvement in wilderness and 

species protection and in favour of

giving private landowners 

incentives to “do the right thing” 

and protect rare species while 

engaging in traditional land-

management practices.  Bush 

would also increase logging and 

road building in national forests, a

controversial move said to be 

aimed at appeasing timber 

interests.

For all the “doomsaying”, the record of

previous Republican Administrations

often belies the dire predictions of

environmentalists.  It was during the

much-vilified Nixon Administration

that the USEPA was formed.  The

Reagan/Bush Administrations saw

large increases in environmental

spending at US Department of

Defense (Army, Navy, Air Force) and

US Department of Energy

Installations.  It was Reagan that

signed the Memorandum that forced

the USDOE to be regulated by the

USEPA. 

How green is President George W.

Bush and his new millennium

Republican team? - only time will

tell...
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Getting People Involved
the key to a better RMA

Marian Hobbs 
(Peter Hodgson is currently Acting Minister for the Enironment. Ms Hobbs has been stood down from the role for the moment).

As Minister for the

Environment, I had the

opportunity over the past

year to speak to communities about

environmental issues important to

them. The number of people who are

passionate about the environment and

who want to make a contribution to

its ongoing protection has encouraged

me. At the same time, I realise that few

people have the time to get involved in

something that is seen as complex and

difficult to understand. When it

comes to the Resource Management

Act and involving people, I am sure

we can do better. 

For those of us who work in resource

management everyday it can be easy

to miss the bigger picture. I strongly

believe that communities should have

a say about the things that affect their

environment. Whether we are elected

representatives or resource

management professionals we should

be looking for innovative ways to

provide people with the opportunities

to get involved.  

One of the underlying principles of

the Resource Management Act is that

the public has the opportunity to have

their say on the development of plans

and major resource consent

applications in their area.  At the

moment, planners and lawyers are

heavily involved in the RMA process,

while for many New Zealanders it is

almost beyond reach.  However, the

intention of the Act was to involve

communities in decisions that affect

them and I would very much like to

raise the awareness of this in

communities. While we are seeing a

great deal of good work from councils

in this area, I believe we can go

further.

You might be interested to know that

a recent pilot survey commissioned by

the Ministry for the Environment

showed that 80 percent of New

Zealanders had heard of the Resource

Management Act and knew that it was

connected to looking after the

environment and managing our

resources.  What the survey also

showed was that 15 percent of

respondents had been directly

involved in the resource management

process, either by making a

submission or applying for a resource

consent.  

I do not believe that only 15 percent of

people want to be heard on

environmental matters that concern

them and their community. I am

certain that many more, given the

opportunity, would wish to have their

say. To do that, we not only have to

encourage involvement, we have to

remove the barriers that stop people

participating.

These are, chiefly a lack of

understanding about the process, the

belief that community input will be

ignored, insufficient time and money,

and statutory processes that are often

seen as bureaucratic and not user-

friendly. 

These are real barriers that need real

solutions. I believe the key to

overcoming these barriers is through

raising awareness of environmental

issues and environmental

management,  in other words,

providing people with an

understanding of the environment

and showing them that their actions

can make a difference.  Public

participation needs to be effective and

informed for it to be of most value. 

Then we need to make it easier to get

involved by providing information on

the environment, how it is managed

and by whom, and what opportunities

there are for ordinary New Zealanders

to be a useful part of the process.  Just

We should be
looking for
innovative ways
to provide
people with the
opportunities
to get involved  
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because many plans are now operative

or very close to being made operative

does not mean that councils can stop

talking to the community.  Many of

these plans will undergo changes

before the entire plan is reviewed and

there will be many significant resource

consent applications on which the

community may wish to be heard.

The Ministry for the Environment

will, over the next four months,

undertake a programme of awareness

- raising of environmental issues that

face all New Zealanders. What this

programme - known as Rio+10 - will

do is engage ordinary Kiwis in

contributing to New Zealand’s report

on our environment to the Earth

Summit conference of 2002. This

conference comes 10 years on from

the original Rio conference.  As part of

this programme, we will be talking to

community and environmental

groups who have been involved in the

resource management process about

how they found the experience and

what we could do that would make

the process more accessible.   

Where there is a lack of information,

the Ministry for the Environment will

address it. Currently, the Ministry is

putting together a guide to the

Resource Management Act designed

specifically for people who know little

or nothing about environmental

management in New Zealand.  This

guide - which takes a ‘light-hearted’

approach to a serious subject - will be

distributed widely to ensure that it is

easily accessible to all groups and

interested individuals.  

Other guides that the Ministry is

producing will address specific

resource management processes.  For

example, a soon to be published step

by step guide to mediation in the

Environment Court will help explain

what people can expect by going

through mediation.  

Overall, we want to make the process

as user friendly as possible. For

example, most public notices are

difficult to understand and do not

make it clear what effects a proposal

might have.  We cannot realistically

expect people to get involved if the

notice inviting them to participate can

not easily be understood! The

Ministry has had a report prepared on

the issue of public notices and is

considering what changes can be

made to improve this situation.  

Another significant barrier mentioned

above is the issue of insufficient time

and money to get involved. Just prior

to Christmas last year Jeanette

Fitzsimons and I announced the

establishment of an Environmental

Legal Assistance scheme.  This scheme

has two components to it.  The first is

funding for legal action by

environment, community and iwi and

hapu groups in the Environment

Court.  The scheme is designed to

help address imbalances in presenting

evidence to the Court by such groups.

In addition to legal funding, the

scheme makes available money for

education and advisory services to

provide community-based services

about the Resource Management Act.  

At the same time a grant scheme for

environment centres has been

established.  Grants can be for existing

centres or to set up a new centre.  The

Government wants to ensure the

public has ready access to both good

information on the environment and

advice on environmental issues, and

these grants will help people know

where to go and what to look for.  

While this work is only the tip of the

iceberg in improving public

participation under the Resource

Management Act, it is a beginning. We

are looking at other proposals

including a website, 0800 advice

service, and environmental law

centres.  Together with local

government, particularly through the

Quality Planning project, we are

working on ways to make

consultation in the plan development

process more effective.  I welcome

your ideas to make the process easier

for those who are not experts in

resource management. The end result

should be a better outcome for

everybody. 

We want to

make the

process as

user friendly

as possible
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Case Notes
Martin Willams, Barrister, Environmental Law Chambers

KEYSTONE WATCHGROUP v

AUCKLAND CITY COUNCIL

(A7/2001)

This decision represents the latest

word from the Environment Court

on its interpretation of the baseline

issue, which has been the subject of

considerable scrutiny by the High

Court and Court of Appeal over the

last 12 to 18 months.

The case involved an application to

convert a former supermarket

building on a business-zoned site

into three apartment blocks,

consisting of 66 units.  The

application was opposed by

occupants of adjacent residentially

zoned land at Mt Roskill.

Readers of the November Journal

will recall the article regarding the

High Court decision in Smith

Chilcott v Auckland City Council. In

that case, the permitted baseline

approach to assessing the scale of

effects under section 94 of RMA

(when deciding whether to notify an

application) was confirmed as

having application under s104 and

s105 of RMA as well (i.e. when

deciding whether or not to grant

consent).  A similar conclusion was

reached by the High Court in

Auckland Regional Council v Arrigato

Investments Limited.

Under that approach, the effects of

an activity are to be assessed by

comparison with those which would

arise from credible (as opposed to

hypothetical or fanciful) permitted

activities.  

The concept is that it is only the

adverse effects above the baseline

level of effects of a permitted activity

which matter, with effects below the

baseline not being adverse under the

Act (Smith Chilcott).

Notwithstanding these High Court

decisions, this case demonstrates

that the Environment Court will not

necessarily be persuaded that a

development warrants approval,

simply because it has no greater or

only marginally greater adverse

effects than a permitted

development on the site in question.

Before turning to the baseline issue

in its decision, the Court firstly

considered the status of the

application.  The Court decided that

the range of consents required for

the development were to be treated

as a whole, as a discretionary

activity, given the degree of overlap

between matters requiring

consideration under each consent.

This reflects the approach in Bayley

v Manukau City Council in which a

compartmentalized approach to the

assessment of overlapping consent

applications was rejected by the

Court of Appeal.

The Court then turned to relevant

objectives and policies of the

Business 2 Zone applying to the site,

and noted that while encouraging

intensification of residential use and

alternative uses of redundant land in

business zones, there was a

“constant thread” within the

provisions of aiming to protect the

amenities of surrounding

residentially zoned properties.  The

Court also gave weight to Plan

Change 3, which imposes a greater

degree of control over activities on

the interface between business and

residentially zoned properties.

Despite being only part way through

the submission process, the Plan

Change was found to reflect the

Council’s concern to protect the

amenities of residentially zoned sites

from activities within business

zones.

Before considering adverse effects in

detail, the Court then discussed the

baseline issue.  The Court referred

to Smith Chilcott and its

endorsement of the application of

the baseline approach to s104 and

s105.  However, the Environment

Court also referred to the point

made by the High Court in King v

The Court
decided that the
range of consents
required for the
development
were to be
treated as a
whole
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Auckland City Council (CP519/99),

that the  “as of right” approach

assumes that there are no “other

advantages” to be gained from non-

complying aspects of a proposal,

such as increased density or more

intensive use of a site, which would

not be available if the relevant

controls were observed.

As such, the Court appeared to

reject the applicant’s evidence which

assumed that the Court should not

consider environmental effects from

a building that complies with the

development controls.  (For

example, the applicant pointed to

the fact that industrial or

commercial activities could be

established as of right on the site

resulting in more effects on the

amenities of the adjoining

residential environment than the

proposed apartment blocks).

The Court held that where a

proposal requires a discretionary

activity consent, then the overall

exercise of discretion could mean

that full advantage might not be able

to be taken of the maximum

provision set by the rules.  The

Court referred to an earlier

Environment Court decision in

Wouldes v North Shore City Council

(A58/98) as authority for the view

that simple adherence with

development controls and

assessment criteria is not a “cast iron

guarantee of success”.  Furthermore,

it was pointed out that Part II of the

Act may need to prevail over

“arbitrary prescriptions” as to what

is permitted in district plan rules, in

the exercise of the Court’s overall

discretion.

The Court also rejected the

applicant’s arguments about the

effects which a permitted activity

would have in any event, on the

basis that there was no evidence

enabling the Court to conclude that

the construction of a commercial /

industrial building of similar bulk

and size on the site was credible.

By reference to a range of specific

effects considered, including traffic,

privacy, shadowing, noise, etc., the

Court concluded that the effects

would be more than minor and

consent was refused accordingly. 

This decision is currently the subject

of an appeal to the High Court.

COMMENCEMENT OF
CONSENT - 
A SPAT OVER MUSSEL
FARMING

The High Court decision in Golden

Bay Farmers Consortium v Tasman

District Council (High Court,

AP252/00) concerned an

application under s116 of RMA for

an order that a resource consent

commence pending resolution of an

appeal.  The decision is significant

in clarifying the circumstances

within which applications under

s116 can be made, and the matters

which can be considered in the

context of such an application. 

As will be explained, the High Court

adopted a more liberal approach to

determinations under s116 than had

previously been adopted by the

Environment Court.

The appeal was over a resource

consent to establish facilities for

catching green-lip mussel spat by

the continuous line method.

Urgency had arisen as a result of the

toxic algal bloom affecting much of

the country.  The applicant stated

that without an immediate source of

spat there would be drastic

implications for the mussel farm

industry.

Of interest, the section 116

application was only to enable the

consent to commence for limited

duration, namely three and a half

months, after which all structures

having any visual or physical effect

would be removed by the applicant

pending determination of the

appeals.

The Environment Court had

rejected the application, on the

grounds that it would require a “pre-

trial run” of the appeal.  The Court

had held that s116 was “procedural

only” not providing for judgments

to be made on the substantive issues

before an appeal is heard. 

The Environment Court had also

applied two tests confirmed in Ngati

Rauhoto Land Rights Committee v

Waikato Regional Council (1997)

ELRNZ 32, namely:

● Would such an interim 

approval of an activity meet the 

purpose of the RMA under s5?

● Would such an approval 

prejudice the appellant’s 

interests?

The Court
concluded that
the effects would
be more than
minor and
consent was
refused
accordingly 
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In the Ngati Rauhoto case, the Court

had found that to allow the consent

to commence in that case (regarding

a geothermal power station) would

prejudice the appellants by allowing

the very activity they sought to

oppose before the appeal was

decided on the merits.

The Environment Court had

decided that this was exactly the

situation with the spat-catching

proposal put forward by the

applicant.  Allowing the spat-

catching to commence, even just for

a few months, could adversely affect

the environmental values the

appellant sought to protect.

In considering that decision, the

High Court firstly rejected that s116

was procedural only.  The High

Court interpreted s116 as giving the

Court the ability to make “a

determination” that a consent

commence pending resolution of an

appeal having regard to a wider

range of matters than merely

procedural issues such as dates or

timing.  (Typically, s116 orders are

also obtained when the only aspect

of a consent appealed is a financial

contribution, and the applicant

undertakes to pay what ever level of

contribution is ultimately

determined by the Court, enabling

the consent for the development

itself to commence in the meantime,

without prejudice to any other

party.)

The appellant in this case also

argued that the whole resource

consent was at issue and that it

would be outside the scope of s116

to allow the spat-collecting to

commence, even on an interim

basis.  The High Court rejected that

submission as well.  It confirmed

that a s116 order can be made where

the resource consent itself is under

appeal.

As such, the Court had regard to a

range of conflicting considerations

including:

● The spat-collection process;

● The lack of environmental 

effect on the site from the 

limited spat-collection sought;

● The limited timeframe for 

which spat-collection was 

sought;

● The fact that all structures 

would be removed;

● The appellant’s concerns 

regarding the impact of the 3 1/2

months’ duration of spat-

collection.

The Court held that it was required

to balance the relative significance of

the effects on the environmental

values which the appellant sought to

protect, against the importance of

allowing spat-collection in order to

avert a crisis in the New Zealand

mussel farming industry.

Turning to the issue of prejudice, the

Court concluded that as the spat-

collection sought would cease with

all “physical manifestations” of it to

be removed, there would be no

prejudice to the appellant’s position.

The Court distinguished other

decisions of the Environment Court

where commencement of a consent

would have had irreversible effects.

The High Court also confirmed that

it could grant a s116 application

subject to conditions to further

eliminate any prejudice to the

appellants.

Of interest, the Court held that the

applicant would not subsequently

be able to argue that there was any

precedent value in the s116

determination, i.e. that having

approved the commencement of the

activity at an earlier time, it ought to

be allowed for the full duration by

way of actual approval of the

resource consents involved.  The

High Court held that the

Environment Court would “not have

a bar” of any subsequent argument

along those lines.  

The matter was remitted back to the

Environment Court for a due

consideration of the conditions to be

imposed on the section 116

application.

CONFINING THE SCOPE
OF PROCEEDINGS AND
THE ROLE OF SECTION
274 PARTICIPANTS

This decision of the Environment

Court will be good news for parties

seeking to employ effective case

management techniques to reduce

the scope and length of

Environment Court proceedings.

Specifically, the decision provides

authority that section 274

participants cannot enter

proceedings at the last minute and

The High 
Court also
confirmed that it
could grant a
s116 application
subject to
conditions
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hope to raise issues not being

pursued by the parties themselves.

The importance of the decision

stems from difficulties which the

Court has faced in response to the

late involvement of section 274

participants who can file a notice up

to 10 days prior to a hearing.

Without some limitation on that

right of involvement, section 274

participants have the potential to

unravel attempts by the parties

themselves to refine issues to those

of greatest significance, and which

warrant the attention and time of

the Court.

The case involved appeals over

applications by Winstone

Aggregates to establish a quarry at

Pokeno.  In late 1999, land use

consent had been declined by

Franklin District Council over a

concern about the effects of heavy

vehicles transporting aggregates

through Pokeno township.  That

decision was appealed by Winstone.

All Regional Council permits had

been granted but appealed by the

Pokeno Protection Association

(“PPA”) and other individuals.

In early 2000, Winstone was

granted a land use consent by

Franklin District Council for an

alternative access route from the

quarry (the Leathem Access route),

reducing the extent of effects on

Pokeno.  On that basis, and

following mediation between

Winstone, the appellants and the

Councils, proposed consent orders

were filed with the Environment

Court.  

Before the consent order documents

were filed, the Heartbeat Charitable

Trust (a submitter on the

applications) lodged an appeal

against the Leathem Access route

consent, and a section 271A notice

on the other appeals, opposing the

mediation outcome reflected in the

proposed consent orders.  In

addition, a further body, the Pokeno

Kaitiaki Society (Inc.), lodged a

notice under section 274 of RMA,

with the Court confirming its status

as a person having an interest in the

proceedings greater than the public

generally, or as representing a

relevant aspect of the public

interest.  

Both parties raised a wide range of

issues in their notices as to why

consents for the quarry and the

Leathem Access route should be

declined.

An application for security for costs

was obtained against the Heartbeat

Charitable Trust as a party to the

proceedings (but not the Society,

which as a section 274 participant,

cannot be the subject of a costs

order or order for security for costs).

In addition, a number of the

grounds of the Trust’s appeal against

the Leathem Access route consent

were struck out (see Winstone

Aggregates v Franklin District Council

A97/2000).

In response to that decision, and a

direction to file more detailed

notices of interest under section

271A and 274, the Trust confined

its appeal and section 271A notice

to the issue of heavy vehicle

movements through Pokeno.

However, the remaining grounds of

the Trust’s original section 271A

notice and Leathem Access appeal

were “transferred” into the revised

notice by the Society.

Potentially therefore, Winstone, the

PPA and the Councils were faced

with having to call evidence on a

wide range of issues, despite no

appellant or party under section

271A of the RMA pursuing the

wider issues involved.  As noted, the

wider issues were raised only by the

Society as a section 274 participant,

with the Trust (as a section 271A

party and appellant) now only

raising the issue of heavy vehicle

movements through Pokeno.

In an earlier decision of the

Environment Court (Andrews v

Auckland Regional Council A9/99) the

Court had ruled that it must have

regard to all matters in section 104

of RMA, including Part II of the Act,

in considering an appeal over a

resource consent.  As such, the

Court determined that any person

entitled to be heard under section

274 of the Act could call evidence

on all of those issues, whether or not

raised directly by an appeal.  

Winstone argued, and the Court

accepted, that reference to section

104 and Part II of RMA must be

with respect only to the matters at

issue as raised by a notice of appeal.

To hold otherwise would place an

intolerable burden on applicants,

who following case management

may have narrowed issues yet

otherwise suddenly be faced with a

late section 274 notice, and having

to present evidence on all issues

To hold
otherwise would
place an
intolerable
burden on
applicants
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potentially involved.  The Court

expressly qualified the decision in

Andrews accordingly.

The Court directed that evidence be

confined to those raised in the

revised notice of appeal by the Trust

and one further appeal relating just

to the effects of the Leathem Access

route on an identified adjacent

property.

While involving quite unique

circumstances, the decision

confirms that rights of section 274

participants will be confined to

calling evidence on matters stated in

a notice of appeal as filed, or as

refined through case management as

the matter progresses towards

hearing.

On a further ruling, the

Environment Court directed that

applications by the Society for

discovery could not be granted by

the Court with the Court not being

empowered to order discovery in

favour of a section 274 participant

(as opposed to an appellant or

section 271A party).

The case is also important in terms

of its clarification of the distinction

between 274 and 271A parties and

their rights of involvement in RMA

processes, and follows the Court of

Appeal decision in Mullen v

Parkbrook [1999] NZRMA 23 in that

respect.  Parties under section 271A

of RMA, who were original

submitters on a resource consent

application, have much greater

rights of participation, but are also

subject to a potential order for costs

(and in this case an order for

security for costs).  As a further

illustration of the distinction, a

section 271A party would be

entitled to an order for discovery,

while such an order is not available

at the request of a section 274

participant.

This highlights the importance of

lodging a submission at the time an

application is notified in terms of

ensuring full involvement in the

RMA processes and enabling status

as an actual party under s271A of

the Act, or as an appellant directly.

(The writer was counsel in these

proceedings.)
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